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DOWNZONING IN A
CHANGING URBAN
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As cities begin to experience varying degrees ol
population and economic growth, a great deal of
iand must be converted from less intensive uses to
more intensive uses. Unfortunately, many cities have
actually over-zoned their land. For example, large
areas zoned industrial have been dormanl {or years.
Today, many of these areas are being rezoned to less

intensive uses.

The process of changing zoning from a higher to
lowei classification, such as from residential to
conservation or multiJamily to single-family use, is

generally referred to as "downzoning."l ln a time of
growth and change, it is essential that all participanls
involved in the land conversion process become
acquainted.with the concept of downzoning, the
relationship between downzoning and a city's com-
prehensive plan and the importance of having vested
rights in a piece of property.

Zoning Restrictions

Cities have placed restriclions on the use of land for
many years. lt is cerlainly not a new phenomenon. By
establishing zoning ordinances, cities are merely
seeking to put some order into their land use
situation. Without any zoning controls, there is an
excellent chance that uncontrolled and haphazard
development patterns may surface.

An important question that musl be answered is what
gives local Bovernmenls the rights to impose restric-
tions on the use of private property. The answer to
this question is that localities have been entrusted
with ihe police power. Although originally vested in
the states, states have delegated the power to the
localities for the purpose of promoting and protecl-
ing the health, safety, welfare and morals of the
citizens. This power has been used to alleviate traffic

congestion, abolish nonconforming
the overcrowding of land and to
character ol the land.
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cantly greater impacts on return than did these
accounting variable changes.2e

Conclusions
Despite the history of tax shelter folklore, and doubts
about complete tax capitalization and the recent tax

accounting literature which assumes an importance
and significance that depreciation and accounting
variables and their analysts possess for real estate

oroiects, the results presented here demonstrate the
ielative insensitivity of equity value and internal rate
of return on equity to changes in these accounting
consideralions in the traditional investment Yaluation
model. The major implication is that the emphasis on
depreciation method selection, tax planning and

shorter depreciable lives may have been overstated.
These results support the importance and eflect of
the consideration of these variables in the valuation
process. This does not imply that these variables are
unimportant in determining value or in making rate
o{ reiurn calculations. But these results do suSSest

that changes in these variables have a relatively small
imoact on investment values and rates of return, and
that more effective decision making would warrant
consideration ol more influential variables to a

greater degree. lt has been suggested that those
6ro{essionals who have the Sreatest potential impact
on return in terms of their abilities to influence

uses, prevent
preserve the

The dynamic nature of our cities makes it imperative
that zoning be responsive to the changing needs of
lhe cities. As change occurs, restrictions placed on a

given piece of land may have to change. For instance,
land once zoned industrial that is now vacant may be
needed to provide housing for a growing population.

Whenever there are any restrictions placed on the
use of property, there are bound to be a number of
outcries from property owners. Alter all, the rezon-
ing of land can be very costly for many of the land
owners. The value of a newly downzoned piece of
property could be less than half of what il was before
the rezoning. lt should therefore come as no surprise
thal many downzonings are challenged in the courts.

Many property owners challenge the validity of
downzonings by claiming it isn't a valid exercise of
the police power and doesn't conform to any plan.
Although all property is subject to the police power,
regulation can go too far.2 Whether it does, in {act, go
too {ar must be determined on a case to case basis.

Downzoning Police Power and
Comprehensive Planning

According to the decision ol First Hartford Realty
Corporation v. Zoning Commission ol Town of
Bloomfield, two of the tesls used to determine the
validity of a downzoning are, first, that the zoning
change musl be in accord wilh the comprehensive
plan; second, that it must be reasonably related to
ihe normal police power policies., At issue in this
case was a downzoning of property from commercial
to residential use. The reasons given for the land's
downzoning were that it was in accordance with the
compreheniive plan, it would promote the health
and safety of the citizens and that it would lessen

traffic congestion.a By meetinS the above require-

D denotes depreciation method, I denotes tax rate on income, L denotes depreciable lile of assels. Percentage changes are re_

ported below each result in parenthesis.

' 125% declininB balance method
t 150% declinin8 balance method
1 200% (double) declining balance method

decisions should be relied upon at least as much as

other orofessionals involved in the investment Pro-
cess.ro'These results imply that the emphasis placed
uDon the accounting and taxation variables has to a

considerable extent been overstated. lf the ability to
make effeclive decisions rests in the hands of those
professionals who can significantly influence values

ind returns by making those decisions, investors,
owners, developers and courts must rely upon the
information and ludgment of those professionals. tor
real estate investment analysis, this suSSests a reeval-
uation and new direction lor the field and the
profession.

RoSer w. Cavei is a reneweble resoutces plznner lor the State ol
Delaware. His research interesls include land consetvalion, cilizen
participation, environmenlal allai$ and outdoor recreation.
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the importance of depreciation method selection,
tax rate estimation, or the effects of extended
depreciable lives ol improvements to real property, a
sensitivity analysis was performed to measure the
impacts of changes in those paramelers on rates of
return and values. These results also could be derived
by calculating the partial derivatives of the internal
rate ol return function with respect to each of the
variables in question.25 However, since the valuation
equation is quite complex, a computerized sensitivity
analysis becomes an increasingly attractive alterna-
tive approach. Thus, the results reported in this paper
have been generated by a series of deterministic rate
of retu rn calculations.26

Using the input data reported in Figure'1, the "base
case" results were found to be E equal to S62,585.12
and r equal to 9.85 percent. The values for the base
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Summary of Typical Project lnputs
for Sensitivity Analyses

Variables Values

results in increases in value and rate of return (i.e.,
AE/Al <0 and drl01 < 0).

These are well known and expected directional
changes. More interesting is the analysis o{ the
magnitude of the changes lor these variables. These
results indicate the relatively small impact lhat
changes in the initial values of variables exert on
values and rates of return. For example, positive fifty
percent changes in the tax rate result in only 11.37
and 16.75 percent decreases in equity value and
internal rate ol return on equity respectively. Similar
changes in depreciation method and depreciable life
of the assets result in even smaller changes.

ln the case of depreciation method, only double-
declining balance, especially in the rate of return
calculated, seems to have a large impact. For margin-
al changes of ten percent in the tax rate, the posiiive
or negative effects are nearly negligible relative to
the size of lhe input change. Further, minimizing
depreciable life, contrary to the investment folklore-,
can only offer meager increases in value (5.18 per-
cent) or rate of return (8.12 percent). Therefore,
these results imply that E and r are relatively insensi-
tive to changes (or "input estimation errors") in these
accounting variables. Finally, it is clear from the
results that changes in these input parameters are
relatively unimportant in making real estate invest-
ment decisions.

A few qualifications are necessary to place these
results in their proper perspective. First, the tech-
nique of sensitivity analysis presumes an independ-
ence of values among the parameters. This may not
be true for some of the variables. For example,
vacancies may vary inversely with rent levels. These
results and their implications therefore hold only
when the values of the parameters are assumed to bi
independent of each other. Second, additional inves-
tigations have shown that the absolute changes (and
therefore resulting percentage changes) in E and r
which result from the stimulated input change are
functions of the initial set of inputs used. ln other
words, the results reported in Figure 2 would not
remain constant if different initial inputs were used.
Sensitivity results must therefore be used on a case-
by-case basis. However, it has also been demon-
strated that the rankings of variables according to
their sensitivity impact on value and rate of return are
constant for various sets of inputs.28 ln view of this
finding, these results become important, i.e.,
changes in these variables have linle impact on out-
put, for all decision making, although the size of the
percentage changes varies from case to case.

tinally, the relative impact these variables have
exerted compared to the impact of others has also
been investigated. Of the eleven variables tested,
these accountinS variables were ranked from eighth
to eleventh in relative impact under various assump-
tions. This reinforces the results reported in Figure 2.
Changes in most of the other variables had signifi-

ments, the downzoning was sustained.

Some six years earlier, the case of Samp Mortar Lake
Company v. Town Planning Commission dealt with a
similar situation.5 ln this case, the property was
downzoned from industrial to residential use for the
following reasons: that it was in accordance with the
comprehensive plan; that it would promote the
health and safety of the citizens; that it was in
accordance with the residential character of the
neighborhood; that it would lessen traffic contes-
lion; that it would maintain property and residential
values; and that the land is suitable for residential
use.5

One of the arguments used by the property owner
was that lhe downzoning caused a drastic reduction
in the value of his property. The total market loss was
approximately $52,000.7 After all, as cited in Pa. Coal
v. Mahon, "Government hardly could go on if to
some extent values incident to property could not be
diminished without compensation for every such
change in the general law."s The same principle was
voiced in Heram Holding Corporation v. City of
Albany where the downzoning caused a reduction
Irom $12,000 per acre to only $6,500 per acre.e

Cenerally, two points can be made from this discus-
sion. First, il the downzoning was done with proper
motives, it will generally be upheld. As voiced in
Kavanewsky v. Zoning Board of Appeals of the
Township of Warren, "A zoning authority is en-
dowed with a wide and liberal discretion but this
discretion is to be overruled when the authority has
not acted Iairly with proper motives and upon valid
reason."10 Second, just because a property owner
may suffer some financial loss is no reason to
invalidate a restriction on the use of land. This point
was noted in State Department o/ Assessments, ftc. v.

Clark, "When a restriction is supportable as a proper
exercise of the police power, it is not enough for the
property owner to show that the restriction results in
substantial loss or hardship."11

Burden of Proof in Downzoning Cases
When a downzoning is challenged, who has the
responsibility of proving it is illegal?

lf a landowner claims lhat a downzoning was arbi-
trary, unreasonable or deprives him of the use of his
land, it is he who has the burden of proof. After all,
there is a strong presumption in favor of correctness
of zoning. This has been held time and time again in
a number of court cases.

The question before the cowt in Heram Holding
Corporation v. City of Albany was whether a down-
zoning of property from heavy industrial use to
single-family residential use was reasonable.rz Perti-
nent to the case was the fact that the land in question
was extremely close to the greatest concentration of
induslrial operations in Albany. ln addition, an expert

witness testified the property wasn't even suited for
residential use. The court indicated that the plainti{f
had the burden of proof. ln order for the downzon-
ing to be unconstitutional, Heram Holding Corpora-
tion had to show it was unconstitutional beyond a
reasonable doubt. The corporation complied with
this requirement and the downzoning was declared
u nreasonable.

The same question emerged four years later in
Roberts v. Crant.rr ln this case, the action challeneed
was a rezoning of land from light manufacturin[ to
residential use. Once again, the burden of proof was
on the individual challenging the downzoning. As
the court indicated, "ln order for an individual
property owner to remove himsell from comprehen-
sive rezoning, he must show the plan will deprive
him of any reasonable use of his property or that it is
not in the general public interest or welfare."r. ln the
end, the plaintiff failed ro live up to the burden of
proof.

A similar decision was reached in Hyland v. Mayor
and Township Committee of 'fownship of Morris)s
This case involved a zoning ordinance amendment
which downzoned land from an office and labora-
tory zone to a residential zone. Hyland charged that
the amendment deprived him o{ a reasonable use ol
his property. The court held he didn't meet the
burden of proof and that the land could be used to
develop oneJamily homes.rs As a result, a use did
exist for the land.

A number of ideas surface in relation to the phrase
"reasonable use." First, what constitutes a reasonable
use in one case may be an unreasonable use in
another case. Thus, a set definition ol reasonable is
impossible. lt will vary from case to case. The issue
facing the courts is well staled by lohn Connell,
Executive Director o{ the Construction lndustry
Legislative Commiltee, "As far as'reasonable eco-
nomic use'after the downzoning is concerned, if you
have a piece of property zoned resort and then they
downzone it so allyou can do is sell leis on iU ldon't
think that is reasonable. So, a method has to be
found to define what is reasonable and from whose
viewpoint."u

ln upholding downzoning, courts must constanlly
decide whether the downzoning has singled out one
piece of property. An example of this dilemma can
be found in Westwood forest fstater v. Village of
South Nyack.t The case involved a downzoning from
highrise apartments to garden apartments to no
apartments at all. According to the Village of South
Nyack the reason for the downzoning was to alleviate
the burden on the sewage disposal system. Recogniz-
ing the power of the village to deal with sanitation
problems, alleviating the problem must be done on a
fair and equitable basis. In this case, Westwood
Forest Estates proved it was singled out. The problem
was caused by many other people. As the Court of

fffective Cross lncome
OperatinS Expense Ratio
Cost of Con5truction
Equity Yield
lnterest on Loan
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Term of Loan
Depreciation Method
Tax Rate
Depreciable Life
Holding Period

Consllaints

t4,103 per month
53.4%
$20 per square foot
10%
7.2596 pet yeat
74.
25 years
Straight-Line
35%
40 years
10 years

Values

Capital Cain5 Tax Rate
Cost of Land
Size of Building
Depreciable Easis

35%
$83,300
8,085 square feet
75%

case were based upon data analysis where possible,
and the initial values used in the analysis were
carefully selected as representative values based
upon empirical and theoretical analysis.2T

Figure 2 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis
for the three accounting variables examined in this
study: depreciation (D), average income tax rate (t),
and depreciable life (L).

A number of observations are in order. Note that for
depreciation, these results show that accelerated
methods .of depreciation have a positive impact on
value and rate o{ return IAE/ AD > 0 and arlaD > 0)
for positively leveraged investments. However, for
the income tax rate, the opposite effects occur, as
suggested. As the tax rate is raised, the value and
return to property fall (i.e.,aEl ar < 0 and arlat < 0).
tinally, these results show that for positively
leveraged projeas, the desire to depreciate the
improvements to the property over a short life
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Appeals of New York held, "lt is therelore imper-
missible to single out this plaintiff to bear a heavy
financial burden because of the condition in the
community."re

Although the burden of prool rests upon the indi-
vidual alleging the illegality of the downzoning, is

there any time where the burden shifts to the city?
This was one of the is;ues in Board of Supervisors of
fairfax Counly v. Snerl Construction Company.2o The
controversy centered around a piecemeal zoning
ordinance involving two parcels. Acknowledging the
fact that the burden o{ proof is on the one who assails
the zoning ordinance,2l the Supreme Court of Vir-
ginia held that "lf aggrieved landowner makes prima
(acie case showinS that since enactment o{ the prior
ordinance there has been no change in circumstan-
ces substantially affecting the public health or safety,
the burden of going forward with evidence of
mistake, fraud, or changed circumstances shifts to
the governing body. ll the governing body produces
evidence sufficient to make reasonableness fairly
debatable, the ordinance must be sustained."22 ln
this case, the action was not fairly debatable. Subse-
quently, the action ryas held to be illegal by the
Supreme Court of Virginia.

Vested Rights
Another issue consistently raised in downzoning
cases is that of vested rights. By definition, vested
rights occur "Where an owner of land obtains a

building permit based upon existing zoning laws and
expends substantial sums or incurs substantial liabili-
ties in reliance thereon, he obtains a vested right to
complete construction in accordance with the terms
of the permit even though the zoning ordinance is

changed after the issuance of the permit."2r Subse-
quently, zoning cannot be changed to his detriment.
It would simply not be fair to the owner of the
al{ected property. As Calvin Hamilton, director of
planning for the City of Los Angeles, has recently
observed, "lf somebody in good faith has put part of
the development in, put a lot of planning money in
... then he should be permitted to go ahead. There
are examples that you have heard this morning which
indicate lhat in California a developer can spend up
to $2 million and still get cut off. ldon't think that's
correct from a moral point of view. There is to me a

dilference between a moral obligation that the
public and citizens have to a landowner versus the
legal niceties of the law cases.":'

A number of cases have dealt with the issue of vested
rights and whether or not landowners possessed
them al the time of rezoning. For example, in County
Council f or Monlgomery Counly v. Districl Land
Corporation, the court had to decide whether having
spent over $1 million in studies and plans for devel-
opment and possessing a building permit amounted
to the property owner having vested riBhts.25 The
District Land Corporation claimed that the facts did

entitle them to vested interests. Unfortunately for
them, the court disagreed by noting that "having a

building permit creales no vested right in an existing
zoning classification unless substantial construction
had been undertaken in reliance thereon."26 Thus,
the downzoning was allowed in this case.

A similar decision was reached in the 1978 case of
Wincamp Partnership v. Ann Arundel County, Mary-
land.27 As a result, courts are not likely to claim foul
on downzoning if the land in question has remained
idle or vacant for some time. ln that instance, the
property owner only has the right to rely on the rule
that a change will not be made unless it is required
for the public good.'?8

This same issue was under consideration some'18
years earlier in City ol Ann Arbor, Michigan v.

Northwesl Park Construclion Corporation.2e The case
involved a downzoning {rom commercial use to
residential use. ln its argument, the Northwest Park
Construction Corporation claimed it had vested
rights since trees and stumps had been removed
Irom the land in preparation of development, build-
ing permits had been secured and the land had been
graded. The Sixth Circuit Court ol Appeals, however,
disagreed with Northwest Park by indicating they did
not have vested rights.r0 A similar decision was
reached in Avco Community Developers, lnc. v.

South Coastal Regional Commission.)1

" ATCf, AT[R^ Equation 8
O= ! _+__(MV_MD)

i=1 (1+r)' (1+r)"

where MV is the market value of the property,
MD is the mortgage debt used to calculate cash

{lows and r is lhe internal rate of return on
equity.

lf r is greater than or equal to k", the prolect would
be acieptable. lf r is less than k", the project would
be rejected.

Hossein Askari has calculated internal rates ol return
for owner occupied housing using a similar model.22
He presented results which suggest thal large discre-
pancies exisl in rates of return on real property be-
iween different income classes due to the impact of
the pro8ressive income tax rate system. Although this
proposition is not necessarily new, the results pres-
bnt6d here support the direction of Askari's findings
but, at the same time, show that the magnitude of the
impacts which changes in tax rates have on rates of
return is considerab[y less than generally presumed.
Furthermore, it has also been suggested that the im-
oacts of the tax rate diflerentials and tax shelter ben'
Lfits are incorporated into asking prices prior to the
acqu isition of the property.

Theory of Tar Capitalizalion
It has been argued that if perfect capital markets
existed, there would be no advantage to tax shelter.
ln such a world, no favorable tax treatments would
have an eflect on the rate of return from real
property or the investment value of proPerty as

calculated by market participants. Suppose real
estate assets were treated more favorably by the
taxing authority in this hypothetical world by allow-
ing accelerated depreciation, for example. lnvestors
would perceive such a tax break as a governmental
wealth-transfer due to reduced tax liability as soon as

the information was made available to the public.'r
These keen investors would no doubt quickly ob-
serve that these tax-favored real estate assels were
now receiving more favorable governmental treat-
ment than other assets of equal risk. Wise investors
would move into this market and acquire these
assets. This new demand for real estate would bid up
its price and thereby take advantage of any lempor-
ary risk-return disequilibrium. The result would be
that any profitability created by differential tax
treatment would be eliminated by market forces.
This is the theory of tax capitalization and tax shelter.

ln a perfect markel, the reevaluation of real property
values (and therefore returns) would occur instan-
taneously. With market imperlections, the adiust-
ment time would offer opportunities to other
investors. This same story could be told for differen-
tial treatment of speci{ic types of real estate as well. lt
also would apply to a system with progressive tax
rates, in which all property would be held by individ-
uals with the highest tax rate (since this would permit

the greatest tax shelters, as in [quations 5 and 6).
Therelore, the real question regarding tax capitaliza-
tion is whether or not it exists in realworld real estate
investment markets and il so, to what extent. This is

the same as asking to what extent imperfections exist
in real estate markets which permit the tax shelter
variables to influence rates of return and values ol
specific assets.

The questions raised above are quickly recognized_as
empiiical ones, which require empirical studies for
answers. However, there are a number of observa-
tions and possible explanations as to why it might be
expected ihal complete tax capitalization generally
h,ai not occurred. first. real estate investors have
employed and continue to employ accountants and
reai estate counselors to provide optimal deprecia-
tion method analysis and normative tax shelter
analysis between alternatives. Second, it seems likely
that we could find pieces of property nearly identical
in many ways excepl depreciation treatment by
dilferent investors. Since it has been shown what
imoort deoreciation methods have on cash flow
eailier in tiris paper, it would be evidence of market
imperfections (and incomplete tax capitalizalion) if
two investors chose to use different depreciation
methods for similar property. ln other words, in very
competitive markets one would expect to find only
the best depreciation method used for each type of
property.

Finally, it can be observed that some market partici-
pants have acquired property and continue to do so

even with low or moderale marginal income tax rates
in a pro8regsive income tax system. With. perfect
markets, the highest income-taxed individuals would
be able to bid more for all property with the same
market information than could all others, as shown in
Equations 5 and 6. Since less than 100 percent of all
investment property rests in the portlolios o{ our
richest citizens, this provides further indication of the
possible advantages to tax shelter analysis and tax
olannins for realistate investment. Thelefore, to the
extent t"hat some tax shelter benefits have not been
capitalized into property values in 1913 (or earlierl),
thit is the extent to which normative tax shelter
analvsis mav orovide results for investors. The results'
howiver, piovide some further doubts as to the value
of such endeavors.

The Changing Nature of Cities

Cities are constantly undergoing some type of
change. They are not static in nature. Therefore,
planning must take into consideration the changing
nature of cities. Perhaps that is why planning is

delined as a continuous and future-oriented process.
ln the same regard, although zoning is concerned
with the present, it must also be prepared lo meet
and anticipate the future needs of a city.

Many cases have viewed the changing nature of areas
necessitating a change in zoning. The United States
Supreme Court in Euclid v. Ambler considered the
evolution of cities in regard to a city's zoning by
noting what is an unreasonable use today may be a
reasonable use tomorrow.r2 An example of this type
of reasoning can be found in Shelbourne, lnc. v.

Conner.11 This case involved a downzoning from
neighborhood shopping to residential use. The
citizens of the a{fected area didn't object to the
downzoning because they felt there was no need for
additional facilities. ln regards to the changes taking
place, the court noted that "Changes constantly
occur. lf the energy crisis continues, perhaps the
public and their elected officials would be more
receptive to the construclion of a neighborhood
shopping center."rl This fact has since become a

reality throughout the United States. However,
whether the energy crisis will play a major role in
shaping the zoning of a city remains to be seen.

Methodology and Results of StudY

The technique used to assess the impact on. values
and return-of changes in tax shelter variables is a

form of sensitivity anilysis. "[Sensitivity analysis] ... is

quite literally an analysis of the sensitivity of.the
model ro changes in its assumptions or the levels of
its parameters. What we hope to learn through
sensitivity analysis is whether a particular assumption
really makes any difference with resPect to the
resuits yielded by the model, or the solutions and
inferences drawn from it...."2'ln order to determine
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come may be substantial and thus lead the investor to
different conclusions than those provided here. This
analysis suggests that the effect ol changes in these
variables on thereturn o{ real estate projects individ-
ually is surprisingly small, and thus the marginal tax
shelter benefits are significantly lower than pre-
viously presumed, based upon the project as a single
investment alternative.

Measuring Tax Shelter Benelils

Modern real estate investment analysis has adopted a

discounted cash flow approach to the measurement
of investment value and rate of return. lts develop-
ment is generally credited to Paul F. Wendt and 5ui
N. Wong but was also quickly adopted by many
others. L.ri u B. r.( rt.16.17 This approach provided a

con(eptual decision framework to the real estate in-
vestment problem that only a year earlier had been
claimed not to exist: "The real estate field itsel{ lacks
a body of literature on investment theory. True, real
estate texts touch on various attributes ol real estate
investment such as the indestructibility of land, and
the physical and functional obsolence o{ improve-
ments. But this describes only general attributes and
advantages and disadvantages of real estate invest-
ment by quantifying investors' objectives, risks, and
decision rules."r6 By the early 1970's the "formal body
of literature" had developed into the beginning of a

financial science.

Emphasis was placed upon a/ter-tax carh /lows, which
provided a measure of ex anle benefils for the equity
investor. This measure consisted of the following
components, using Wendt's and Wong's symbols.

ATCI =R -l-A -T tquation 1

w,here ATCf is the After-Tax Cash Flow per
period i, R, is the Net operating Income per
period i, I is the lnterest Expense per period i,
A, is the Principal Repayment (amorlization)
term per period i. and T is the Tax tiabilily per
period i.

Since the tax liability T; is based upon taxable income
and not cash flow, Equation I can be rewritten as fol-
lows:

ATCF, = R, - I A, - tlR,-|,-D,) fquation 2

w,here D, is the Depreciation Allowance per
period i and I is lhe tax rate presumed conslant
for all i periods.

Rearrangement ol the terms provides a more conve-
nient measure of cash flow for the analysis of tax
sh e lter.le

1165 = 1R,-l ) (1-t) - A, + rD Equation 3

Since tax shelter occurs as a result of depreciation al-
lowances, it is interesting that tax shelter a{fects after-
tax cash flow only in the final term in Equation 3.20 lt
is also interesting to compare lhis measure of after-
tax cash flow with measures used in financial ac-
countin8.21

Another type of cash flow is called the afler-tax eq-
uity reversion. lt is the cash llow that occurs at the
end of the holding period of the investment. Using
Wendt's and Wong's notation again, this {igure may
be represented as follows:

ATER. = P" - CT - UM Equation 4
where ATER" is the After-Tax Equity Reversion
at the end of the expected holding period n, P.
is the net sale price in period n, CT is lhe capital
gain' tar lincluding the tax on re(aplure). and

Lv i,' rhe unpard morlgage balance at the end
of period n.

Since depreciation al{ects only one term in Equation
4, CT, the impact of tax shelter in lhe after-tax equity
reversion can be measured by isolating GT.

lf the analyst wanted to evaluate the optimal depre-
ciation method for the real estate inveslment, Siven
the inveslor's tax rale, expected holding period, al-
lowable depreciation methods and capital Sains tax
lrealment, the investor would choose the method
which maximized the preseni value of tax shelter be-
nefits, B, when discounted by the after-lax required
rate of return on equity, ke.

,, tD, CT Equation 5

Overall, zoning must keep pace with the changes
taking place in an area. lt is imperative that zoning
adapi to new circumstances. As voiced by the court
in First Hartforrl Realty Corporation v. Planning and
Zoning Commission of Town of Bloomfield, " A
zoning authority must be free to modify its regula-
tions whenever time, experience, and responsible
planning for contemporary or future conditions
ieasonably indicate the need for change."js failure
to adjust to these new condilions will result in an
inadequate zoning scheme and assuredly more legal
actions.
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where E is lhe inveslmenl value of equity in-
vested in the proiecl.

The decision rules for this model are easily derived. ll
E is greater than or equal to the markel value less the
mortgage debt, the investment will be acceptable. lf
E is less than the difference of market value and
mortga8e debt, the project is unacceptable.

This model has also been used to derive the internal
rate of return on equity, r. This measure is defined as

the rate r which equates the presenl value of after-lax
cash flow and after-tax equity reversion with the dif-
ference between market value and mortgage debl.
Algebraically, it is r which satisfies the following
equation.
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Maxrm ize B = it tr*t")' tt*t ,. i'

The Equity Valuation Mode
lqualions 3 and 4 can be combined to form the basis
of the equity valuation rnodel.

=l !
i=1 {l+k,.)' r1+k"i

where B is the present value of tax shelter ben-
efits and k. is the required rate of relurn on
equity.

(R,-1,)(1-t)-A,+tD P.-CT-UM tquationT

1 (1+k,.)

D, CT [qualion 5

l1+k,.)
E=
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